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1. Introduction. 

The attempt of establishing the spatial isoperimetric inequality has been made in 

various ways as is well-known. Among these， G. Bol [3J * dealt the problem with the 

internal parallel surfaces of a closed convex surface. A. Renyi [11J discussed com喝

pletely the problem in the Eucli仁leanplane E2 by improving Bol's treatment， and gave 

an explicit positive integral representation of the isoperimetric deficiency. In a similar 

view the 時atialisoperimetric problem should be completely cliscussed by the methocl 

of intemal parallel surfaces. For the purpose， we shall first give the cliJi:erential and 

integral formulas for the enclosed volume， the surface area and the total mean curva町

ture of a closecl convex bocly. Our treatment is clistinguisbecl by the introcluction of the 

form-figure ancl the characteristic function of a closecl convex bocly from G. Bol's paper 

([3J ancl 

2. 8urf ace and internal parallel surf ace. 

2.1. Internal parallel sUl'f aces. 

The clefinition of a parallel surface of a given closed convex surface K can be fom1ulated 

in various ways. By certain definitions， it is possible that the internal parallel SLUてface

may not be convex. So， in order to obtain always the convex intemal parallel surface 

of K， we define it in the following manner.ネ*

For the purpose， let us de五nethe positive direction towards the inner side of a closed 

convex surface K on each surface normal. Taking a half space which is separated by a 

supporting plane of K and contains the corresponding positive surface normal， we define 

it as the positive half-space referring to the supporting plane. Now， let us move all 

supporting planes of K by the same clistance t (と0) along the corresponding normals. 

Then， if all the positive一halfspaces referri泊ngto the moved supporting planes h 

intersection， we call the surface which encloses the intersection， as “the internαJρarall el 

surface of K at the distance t" and denote it with K(t). By the clifinition， K(O) is K 

itself. 

オ Numbersin brackets refer to the list of references at the end of the paper. 

ホホ See[41， P 39. 
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2.2. Internal paraHel convex polyhed宜a.

Let P be a convex polyhedron in E3 and let us consider a11 the internal parallel 

polyhedra P(t) of P. For su鼠cientlysmall value of t， the number of vertices， edges 

and faces of P(t) is the same as those of the original polyhedron P(O) respectively. 

However， as the value of t increases， the numl::ers of these elements of P(t) decrease in 

general， namely， some of edges or faces may sh1'ink to a point or points when a "critical 

value円 oft is 1'eached. Each of such critical values of t cor1'esponds to a radius-length 

of one 01' many spheres which touch internally to four 01' more faces of P(O). Let us 

denote such vaJues of t with Pi Ci= 1，2，・・・)in the increasing order and with r the Iength 

of the radius of the greatest inscribed sphere in P(O). The number of the g1'eatest 

inscribed sphere of radius r is determined by the form of P(O)白 Thatis to say， the 

number is one or infinite. In the latter case， their centres stand on a line or a plane 

due to the convexity of P(O). Then， the interval [0， r] is divided into a五nitenumber 

ot the subintervaIs by {'i (i二 1，2，. . .). 1n any case， when the value of t starting from 0 

increases， the nUI百七erof vertices， edges and faces of P(t) decrease， but are constant at 

the the same interval of t， say r'九三 tく {li+l ぐi二1，2い 0 ・) and the form of P(t) 

dege!1erates graduallyat every critical value of t. When t converges to r， P(t) conve1'ges 

to a a line-segment of finite len日thor a plane segrτlent of finite area. 

the internal parallel polyhedra are defmed only at the interval 0主t:三rof the 

parameter. 

3. Differelltial f ormulas. 

3.1. Sequence of illternal parallel polyhedra. 

P(t) (0三t三r)is an internal parallel polyhedron to P(O). We shall study the 

change of the v叫 ueof the enclosed volume， the surface area and the total mean 

curvature of P(t). We start with the enclosed volume V(t) and the surface area S(t) 

of P ( t) as defined. 

1n a proper wayフ letus marl王 theedges of P(O) with numbers and keep the numbers 

to the corresponding edges of P(t). 1バt)is the length of the i-th edge of P(t) and 

ri(t) its dihedral angle. Thεn， taking P(t) and P(t十 Jt) which belong to the same 

layer of the internal parallel surfacesフ thedifference of their volumes V(t) and V(t十Jt)

is expressed as follows， 

V(t) -V(t十JトS(t十 Jt).Jt 一 (Jt)2午li(t叫別加ト〔4;)-2子 (lz(t)-M叫叶同n~i. (1) 

Hence， 

V'(t)= -S(t). (2) 

Precisely， V (t) is differentiable over the interval [0， r ]except for the critical values 

Pi Ci= 1 ，2"..) and we should take the left-side ditYerential coefficient of V(t) at every 

critical value Pi' 

Next， about the surface area S(t)， we havε 
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S(t) ~~S(t+Jt)=2写 'ì(t吋的t叫しJt-Jt子 {li(t) 附十J叶tan? (3) 

Hence 

S'(t)= -~2干JバめtanE (4〉

Prof. B1aschke [2J definec1 the ec1ge curvature乱1:of a convex polyhedron as 

M=-;号ムi'i' (5) 

Similary， let us denote the following quantity with M， namely 

而(t)= I; li(t)tan ，~\(6)* 

百len，definitely 

Or we have by (5) and (6) 
M(t) 二三 M(t). く7)

M(t)=M(t)十三l.;(t)(taロシ _~i ). (8) 

Now， the above fonnula can be written as follows， 

S'(t)= -2l¥1(t)ー (9) 

In this case too， we should take the left-sic1e c1ifferential coefficients at the critical values 

p， (i= 1 ，2，・・.).

Next， the derivative of M(t) is calculated as follows回 Firstwe have 

M(t+;1t) -M(t) 中 li(t)-1.，(t十;1t)
一 一 一一一~一一一.，.， : • '-=.: / tan 可・
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The right sic1e of (10) is equal to the surface area of a polyhedron刀(t)which is 

constructed with the planes， each of which is tangent to a unitsphere anc1 parallel to 

the corresponc1ing face of the internal parallel polyhedron P(t) respectively. Now v可e

give the following definition. A 1うolyhedronfl， which is circumscribed to a unit sphere 

and each of whose surfaces isραrallel to the corresρonding face of P resjうectiveか，is 

called the form figure* * of the convex JうolyhedronP. 

Now， the right side of (10) is equal to the surface-area of the form-figure刀(t)of 

P(t)**へ Consequently，its value is constant at each subinterval (，0;， p什 1J between 

two ac1jacent critical values. 

where 

And， excepting the critical values (li (ic= 1，2，.. .)， we have 

M'(t)=-r.:(t)フ (11) 

dl;(t) 
Kt)=zjt ・tan~. (12) 

and we take the left-side cli(ferential coefficient of孔1:(t) at every critical value {li 

(i二 1，2， . . Let llS call κ(t) the characteristic function or characteristic of the convex 

JうolyhedronP(t). 

牛(ム Boldenoted M with Mバ [3]，p. 32. 

中山 Th.Kalnza called the corresponding figure in the plane by the same name. 

***G. Bol and A. Renyi del1ned the characteristic fnnction of a polygon as the double al'ea of the 

form-figure in E2・ But ;t is bett門司 todi五nCit as~he peTiphery of the fOTm-iigure in orde:r to 

generalize the dimensiou ()f l.he space. 
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Hereupon， G. Bolホ denotesthe corresponding quantity with C本， and K(t) is different 

from the total curvature C(t)=4nE(K(t))， where E(K(t)) denotes the Euler characteristic 

of K(t). He says that it is not easy to give a simple geometrical explanation for Cキ and

it is of no importance even if C* takes any value. 

But we can summarize the above result as follows. 

THEOREM 1. The chαracteristic function K of a convexρolyhedron P is equal to 

the surface area of the formガgureJ] of P. 

3.2. Characteristic function of P(t). 

If the orig泊alpolyhedron P(O) is circumscribed to a unit sphere of radius r， the 

form-figures J] (t) of P(t) (0三t手r)are unchangeable， so that the characteristic 

function K(t) of P(t) is constant. In general， the number of faces of J] (t) decreases 

as t increases， namely the charac七eristicfunction is an increasing function. To say 

mOre precisely， if Pi is one of the critical values of t and ti1くp包くtザ the number of 

faces of the form-figure刀 (ti1) wilI be identical with one of J] (ti，，) Or more than that. 

Therefore 

K(ti1)手配(ti，，)， O三ti1く Pi<九三r. (13) 

Or， we can state as follows. 

THEOREM 2. The characteristic function K(t) (0三t手r)of a convex polyhedron 

P(t) is a monotone increasing fundion. 

Moreover， the characteristic function is a step function which is discontinuous at五nite

pOints which correspond to the critical ualues of t. 

Next， comparing the surface area of the form五gure刀(t)with that of the unit 

sphere， we 0 btain the following theorem. 

THEOREM 3. The value of the characteristic functionκ(t) of a convex 1うolyhedro惚

P(O) is greater than 4n， that is， 

K(t) > 4π(0  :::三 t三r). (14) 

Moreover，κ(t) being an increasing function， it follows by (11) that M(t) is a concave 

function. 

On the other hand， S(t) and M(t) being non-negative functions， it follows by (2) 

and (9) that V(t) and S(t) are convex functions for 0三t三r[7J. 

4. Closed convex surface and formulas. 

4.1. Approximation by convex polyhedra. 
F 

Let K be a closed convex surface with inner points in the Euclidean three-space E3・

By virtue of the theorem of choice of Blaschke [IJ， we can take out a partial sequence 

{P n} of convex ~'Ülyhedra which converge to K. Thus we have 

lim P n =K. (15) 
%→∞  

Now， if仕leenclosed volume V n> 世紀 surfacearea Sn， the total mean curvature町旬 and

キ See[3] p. 33 and [6] p. 31. 
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the characteristic function Jr:n of 凡 haveV， S，悶 andJr: as their也nitsrespectively， that 

1S， 

並立 Vn=V， lim S旬 =S， lim Mn=M， lim "n=Jr:， (16) 
11.-;"00 11.ー 11.-1>-00 11. ー~O。

we define V， S，悶 andJr: as the enclosed volume， the surface area， the total meafl 

curvature and the characterisセicfunction of K， respectively. 

1n like manner， the inner parallel surface K(t) of K can be approximat疋dby a 

sequence {Pバt)}of convex polyhedra. At this time， tlie supremum r of the parameter 

t is equal to the radius of the greatest sphere which is inscribed to the original surface 

K(O). 

For the purpose of establishing the di能 rentialformulas of V(t)， S(t)，前(t)of K(t)， 

let us quote the following lemma of F. Riesz [12J: 

1f a sequence of convex functions converges to a limit function， the derivatives of 

the functions of the sequence converge to the derivative of the Zimit fu町 tion，provided 

that Zatter exist. 

Since れ(t)，Sバt)of 凡(t)are convex functions and M(t) a concave function in 

[0， rJ (奇 3.2.)，we can obtain the following theorem. 

THEOREM 4. 1f V(t)， S(t)， ifil(t) and Jr:(t)αre the enclosed voZume， the surf ace 

area， the totaZ mean curvature and the characteristic function of an inner tarallel 

SU1プaceK(t) of the closed co仰 exsurface K(O)，ωe have 

V'(t) = -S(t)， 

S'(t) = -2M(t)， 

M'(t)=-Jr:(t) 

(17) 

(18)* 

(19) 

excejうtingthe criticaZ vaZues in the interval [0， rJ and ωe take the left-side differential 

coej冗aentsof them restιciively at the critical values. 

4.2. Charateristic function of K(t). 

When a closed convex surface K(t) be approximated by {Pバt)}，the form五gure

fl(t) of K(t) should be defined as the limit五gureof the form figure nぷt). Namely， 

n (t) is circumscribed to a unit sphere and each supporting plane of刀(t)is parallel to 

a supporting plane of K (t). Hence， we ha ve the fol1owing theorem owing to Theorem 1. 

THEOREM 5. The characteristic function Jr:(t) of a closed convex surface K(t) is， 

in value， equal to the SU1プαcearea of the form-figure ll(t) of K(t) for 0手t<r.

Now， if a closed convex surface K is composed entirely of regular卯 lints，its form-

五guren coincides with the unit sphere ([5J， pp. 13-14)， and its characteristic κis 

equal to 4rr. But so far as K has singular points， that is， angular points， or edges， the 

form-figure II has singular points corresponding to them， so that the characteristic f( 

is greater than 4rr. 

ヰ斑=M十字f(tan子一?)dluwhere the i問 rati叫 areextended…all edges of K 涯 is

identical with M for the surface without edge. 
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The form figure n (t) of K(t) in 0三t三rchanges its form at every critical value 

of t which is equal to one of the principal radii of normal curvature， and the charac-

teristic function κ(t) corresponds to the change by increaslng its value. Hence， referring 

to Theorem 2 in case of P(t)， we have: 

THEOREM 6. The characteristic /unciion κ(t) 0/ a closed convex sur/ace K(t) is 

a monotone increasing・/unclion/or 0三f三五r。

We can cite following examples of such surfaces whose characteristic functions are 

constantly equal to釘 for0孟t'S:r; 

( i) A sphere， 

(ii) A convex hull of two spheres w:th different centres， * 

(iii) A convex hull of a torus， and so forth. 

On the other hand， we can give the following examples of surfaces with the pro-

perty that the characteristic function is constant for 0三t豆 r;

(iv) A sphere with a hood or hoodsホ *3

(v) A general cone with a plane end which is bOl1nded by a convex curve， 

A cylinder with two plane ends which are bounded by the same convex Cl1rve， 

and so forth. 

The above justi五esthe following theorem corresponding to Theorem 3. 

THEOREM 7. is a characlerisiic 0/ a cloced convex sur/ace K(t)， 

we have 

ι(t)と4π， Oく tく¥r。 (20) 

5. Integral formulas. 

5.1. A cla呂sificationof closed convex surf ace日.

In case of the closed convex surfaces， the limit五gureof the internal parallel surface 

K(t) of K(O) as t→r is a point， a line-segment of a finite Jength or a plane色egmentof 

a finite area， Now， we give the following definition ([4J， p. 40). 

Definition， The limii-figure 0/ the iniernal parallel sur/ace K(t) (t->r) is called 

a kernel 0/ the original surface K. According as the kernel 0/ K isαJうoini，a line-

segment or a pl ane-segmentフ wecαII it apoint-kernel， a line-kernel or a plane-kernel. 

Then it is easy to find that the surface with a line-kernel is partially composed of a 

cylindrical surface and the surface with a plane-kernel is partially composed of two 

parallel plane segments whose distance is equal to 2r. 

For example， let K be a cylinder of revolution whose radius be r and height 2h; then， 

if h is equal to， greater 01' less than r， the kernel of K is a point， a line-segment of 

length 2(h-r) or a plane-segment of area π(r-h)2. 

オド It is admitted for the convex hull Cllnstrucled by three or more congruent spheres with different 

centres in a plane 

**The number of hoods is not restricted to one provided the sphere with hoods retains the convexity 

of the surface. 
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502. Integral formulas (1). 

(i) Taking the formula (19)， we have: 

而(t)ニs:吋)ds+恥)， o手tヰr， (21) 

where M(r) denotes lim M(t). 1n fact， we can五ndthe value of M(r) as follows: 

Case r. The surface with a point-kerneI; M(r)=O， 

Case 1I. The surface with a line-kernel; M (r) = 1.σ(1')， where 1 denotes the length 

of the kernel and l1(r) the limiting value (t→1') of the area σ( t) of the fo1'm figure * 

of the plane curve along which the cylindrical part of the original surface is cut by a 

plane at right angles to the kernel. 

Case nI. The surface with a plane →kerneI; M (r) = 2U， where U denotes the length 

of the pe1'imeter of the kernel. 

(ii) Next， by (18)， we have: 

S(t) = f: 2M(s)d川悦 。三t三二r， (22) 

whe1'e S(r) is zero for su1'faces with a point-， or line-kernel and in case of surfaces with 

a plane-kernel， it is equal to the double area 2F of the plane-kernel of K(O). 

(iii) Finally， we obtain by (17)， 

V(トs:州仇 0三t三r σ 

5.3. Int臼eg酔ra剖1fo旧rmu叫la回 (σnむ).
We now write down the above fo1'mulas under the three cases of surfaces as follows. 

Case L Surface with a point-kernel; 

( 前(t) 二 jに:吋刷川)川d由s

i「r「rK刊州(φt灼)= 2 1 M s 

vω f: S(s)ds 

Case II. Surface with a line-kernel; 

l()d十 1.I1(r)

則二 2j:悶(s)ds

(211) 

(221) 

(231) 

(212) 

(222) 

(232) 

whe1'e 1 is the length of the line-kernl and σ(r) the plane a1'ea of the form-五gureco1'res剛

ponding to the cy lindrical part of K ( t) ( t -~ r ) . 

* We mean by it the same figure as 1'h. Kalza defined in the plane ; see the foot note at p“3. 
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Case III. Surface with a plane-kernel; 

rr j M (σω小一tのトい)ト山=斗| 阿吋耐ωωsめ射抽…〉河池d由s
r r_一『c……十2却F 但

rr 
V(t) = I S(s)ds， (233) 

where U is. the le:pgth of the perimeter of the plane kernel and F the plane llrea of the 

ker:pel.日
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